Shipping Container Lock – Sobo Block Lock
The Sobo Lock is a block lock that features a high security
shackle with hardened steel and triple chrome plated
construction for maximum cut & corrosion resistance. The key
system is difficult to duplicate, pick resistant, and a key retaining
feature ensures block lock is not left unlocked. Sobo Lock
comes with four keys. Also available in ‘Keyed Alike’ having
multiple locks keyed the same.

Bolt-On Shipping Container Lock Box
This original shipping container lock box will keep your stored
belongings safe and secure. It is the first shipping container lock
box designed to be bolt on. This shipping container lock box is a
popular product and is now available in a left handed version. It
keeps your lock out of view and protects a padlock from being
accessible to bolt cutters. Easy to install for added security and
peace of mind.

Shipping Container Shelving: Shelf Bracket
This shipping container shelving unit with three shelves uses
two 2×10 pieces of construction grade wood per shelf. There is
the option for two sizes of shelving depths providing either an 18
1/2″ deep shelf or 22 1/2" deep shelf. The load rating is 550 lbs.
per bracket arm and 1100 lbs. per bracket. Two brackets means
you have 2200 lbs. loading capacity. This shelf allows for items
as large as 32″ tall to be stored on the floor under the shelves.

Pipe Rack
Provides four support arms mounted at 30 degrees to enhance
volume capabilities. Each support arm is gusseted for added
strength and includes a roll stop to enhance safety within your
containers. Provides 24 inches of open floor space below for
storage of large items.

Shipping Container Vent
This Shipping Container Vent is designed to
increase air movement in your container which
can reduce heat, prevent moisture buildup, and
allow deadly fumes and gases to escape.

Shipping Container Divider Wall
This product is a great application for shipping containers with
double sided doors needing to be partitioned. Utilize all your
shipping container space effectively and efficiently with this easy
install divider wall.

Rhino Shipping Container Door
This Rhino Door is one tough, stylish door built
to allow for easy access to your container and
strong enough to protect your stored goods.
This door has no weakness making it just as
strong, if not stronger than the walls of your
storage container! Although designed for
shipping containers, this door can be used for
many purposes in construction.

Shipping Container Windows
These Shipping Container Windows are tough,
stylish and look as good as they are strong.
Designed for maximum security, the grate can
only be opened from the inside allowing for an
emergency exit. The Window can be welded or
bolted on to the container wall within an hour!

Shipping Container Twist Lock
These twist locks are designed to connect two
shipping containers together vertically. Treated
with a galvanized finish they will last a long time
in the most rigorous environments.

Shipping Container Shelving
This Shipping Container Shelving System is the most versatile shelving system for
your shipping container. It features adjustable shelf heights and angles for maximum
storage capacity. Shelving System includes (1) support bars and (3) adjustable shelf
brackets. Each support bar is rated to hold 1100 lbs and each shelf bracket 500 lbs
evenly distributed over the length of the shelf. 2×10 wood not included.

Container Modification Set
This Container Modification Set is required to
hang your Shelving System off the d-rings in the
shipping container. This set includes the hook
attachment which adds 12″ to your shelf height,
and the t-bar which provides horizontal support.
The hook attachment is rated to hold 1100lbs.

Shelf Brackets
This Shelf Bracket bolts onto the Shelving
System. The Bracket can be mounted in 10
different locations 4.5 inches apart on the
Support Bar of the Shelving System for custom
shelf heights. When used with the Angle Block
the shelf can be instantly converted into a pipe
rack. Each Shelf Bracket is rated to hold 500 lbs
distributed over the length of the bracket.

Angle Block
The Angle Block bolts on to the bottom of the
Shelf Bracket instantly converting them into a
pipe rack. The block easily rotates creating four
different angles from 14-22 degrees.

Swivel Caster
The Swivel Caster is an amazing application for
shipping containers that require moving and
minor relocating. Each Swivel Caster is rated for
3,000 lbs or 1,500 kg with heavy duty twist lock
mechanism to secure Swivel Caster to shipping
container.

